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In the most recent issue of the AJS Review (39.1; 2015, pp. 171-173), Geoffrey Herman 

has penned a critical review of my book The Iranian Talmud: Reading the Bavli in its 

Sasanian Context (Philadelphia, 2014). It is actually difficult to call this piece of writing 

a review, as it is either unwilling or incapable of grappling with the book’s larger 

argument and theoretical program; these are seen as illegitimate due to supposedly 

problematic readings. In a forthcoming article I criticize the widespread misconception 

which is present in this review and in other work in the field that philology constitutes a 

pre-theoretical science on which “Theory” is built. For example, recent philologically-

based critiques of Irano-talmudica miss the point that much of the recent contextual 

approach to the Bavli is based not on weak philology but critical axioms that differ from 

traditional, often-positivistic Talmud philology. For the present, since this review 

contains a number of errors and mis-readings of its own, I have decided to take the 

opportunity to respond in this unofficial format. 

 

1. According to the review, the “earlier chapters attempt to construct a Zoroastrian 

scholarly culture that parallels Babylonian rabbinic culture.” In fact, the second chapter 

(the only chapter discussed in the review) attempts to situate potential exchanges of 

knowledge between Babylonian rabbis and other Sasanian peoples, though with a 

particular interest in Zoroastrian encounters. Herman is troubled by my invocation of 

incantation bowls – described in his words as “a popular, local, and contemporary literary 

genre” – which he deems irrelevant to the discussion. Supposedly, they “have little to 

contribute toward elucidating the exchange of religious ideas between Jews and 

Zoroastrians, and as such pose a challenge to his thesis.”    

 

I indeed discuss the incantation bowls as part of my broad survey of knowledge-exchange 

between Jews and other Sasanians. By classifying the bowls as “popular,” the review 

reflects an outdated and inaccurate conception of elite versus popular culture in late 

antiquity. What is more, it ignores the fact that many of the incantation bowls do indeed 

reflect a form of specialized knowledge and knowledge transmission. Finally, it is strange 

to read this part of the survey as making a larger point about “reciprocal intellectual 

interaction between rabbis and magi” in regards to incantation bowls, as I never made 

any such claim. 

 

2. Herman writes that “he appeals to the evidence of ‘Zoroastrian texts written down in 

Iranian languages as early as the third century CE’”. This is supposedly illegitimate since 

the Coptic Manichaean tradition is, according to Herman, “of questionable credibility.”  

 

This is quite a strange objection, since I actually stress throughout the book that most of 

the evidence points to the oral production and transmission of Middle Persian literature. 

This is essentially the way I understand the broader textual environment in which the 

Bavli was produced. My supposed “appeal” to evidence of written Zoroastrian texts 
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merely takes place in, once again, a thorough consideration of various possibilities. 

Written Zoroastrian texts in the third century are discussed merely as a potential feature 

of the textual culture and nothing more. (In the book, I write: “Sasanian Iran boasted an 

important scribal class, and some Zoroastrian texts were written down in Iranian 

languages – perhaps as early as the third century C.E.” This is footnoted accordingly). 

 

3. Herman objects to my assumption of “a ‘great translation movement’ of Abbasid times 

that ‘can be traced back to Sasanian times” since this “actually refers to Syriac (and 

Armenian) translations of Greek, not to Middle Persian ones” 

 

This objection is also quite strange. Major scholars of the Abbasid translation movement, 

such as Dimitri Gutas (whom I quote explicitly), have argued that the movement traces 

itself back  to earlier Middle Persian translations of classical texts, including Aristotle. 

This is again discussed in my broad survey of exchanges of knowledge in the Sasanian 

Empire. 

 

4. Herman also seems to have a problem with the reference to Paul the Persian who wrote 

about Greek philosophy in Middle Persian since “he was a sixth-century Christian.” 

 

Once again, I never claim otherwise. The purpose of my very brief mention of Paul the 

Persian in an endnote is simply to point to an environment in which elite works were 

being produced in or translated to/from Middle Persian.  

 

5. Herman’s objection about the import of a Palestinian story about Samuel hearing a 

‘Persian’ pronounce the tetragrammaton, since Palestinian texts sometimes present Jews 

living in the Sasanian Empire as “Persian” is indeed worth considering. Of course, if my 

suggestion is accurate it is not at all surprising, as the tetragrammaton was adopted in 

Greek and Aramaic “non-Jewish” magical literature. The way I see it, both readings of 

the Yerushalmi are possible. Still, I thank Herman for the suggestion.  

 

6. Herman objects to my adoption of Shaked’s Iranian etymology of bei abeidan since 

“Shaked is thinking about ‘popular religion’...rather than the ‘official Zoroastrianism’ in 

which Secunda is interested.” 

 

a. Here too, the review strangely assumes a stark divide between ‘popular religion’ and 

‘official Zoroastrianism’ which is never implied in my discussion and which is, in any 

case, untenable.  

 

b. What is more, I use the great Iranist’s reading solely for what I find to be a compelling 

Iranian etymology of the term, meaning “temple” and nothing more. Although Shaked 

indeed supposes that the talmudic term is “not likely to have been a ‘Zoroastrian 

establishment’ but a place where ‘rabbinic Jews could meet other Jews,’” my reading of 

the larger talmudic sugya suggests otherwise, i.e., that it is indeed a “pagan temple” 

(which is, in any case, what the etymology actually implies). The interested reader should 

check my reading of the sugya, which is not even hinted at in the review. 

 



c. Herman finds that the “closer analysis of these sources can be confusing,” since I adopt 

the reading of the better Talmudic manuscripts that a sage in this sugya is Mar b. Yosef, 

yet in an endnote I explore an alternate possibility preserved in MS Munich 95 that it is 

Yosef b. Havushma (they hid the name) - and that this patronymic suggests that his full 

name (including the patronymic) was hidden.  

 

Once again, I do not see why the exploration of a reading (in an endnote) is illegitimate 

or should cause confusion.  

 

d. When suggesting that the bei abeidan was a place in which discussion took place 

between rabbis and “others,” I explicitly acknowledge that “the suggestion of some 

medieval commentators that the bei abeidan was a place of interreligious disputations is a 

fair attempt to pull all the pieces together, but is admittedly not an ironclad conclusion.” 

Ironically, the review is overreading what it considers to be my overreading. I make clear 

over and over again that I am not positivistically arguing that specific rabbis met in a 

specific pagan institution at a specific time to engage in interfaith disputes with Sasanian 

authorities, rather that the talmudic and Middle Persian sources suggest a certain “cultural 

mood” which I believe significant for understanding the production of religious texts like 

the Bavli in the Sasanian Empire. 

 

e. Without explaining why, Herman deems my suggestion to read “אדלא אבידנא בחישה” as 

a playful talmudic pun is “insupportable.”  

 

The passage reads as follows:  

? א"ל טור תלג סוחרנוהי גלידא כלבוהי לא נבחין לא אתית לבי אבידןא"ל קיסר לר' יהושע בן חנניה מ"ט 

 הי לא טחינן.טחנו

 .אדלא אבידנא בחישנאבי רב אמרי: 

 

As I take pains to point out, translating the phrase as “since I did not go to the bei 

abeidan he seeks me,” is ungrammatical. Nevertheless, one cannot deny the textual effect 

of a saying that includes the words אדלא אבידנא appearing right next to a tradition about a 

sage who is asked why he did not attend the bei abeidan. It is unclear as to what kind of 

“support” is expected when interpreting a typical example of linguistic play on the part of 

the Talmud. Rendering this saying as referring solely to old age is, in my view, 

underreading.   

 

7. In the book I argue for a link between the Bavli’s tradition about King Shapur II’s 

mother telling him not to have any dispute (paykār) with the Jews, and the Dēnkard’s 

account of the very same King Shapur II engaging Sasanian peoples in dispute. 

 

Herman is puzzled by “how is one to bridge a gap between the tenth-century Dēnkard 

account and the fourth-century Bavli source?” He claims that I suggest that “The 

Dēnkard passage reflects the sixth-century reality of King Xusrō I. This king 

publicized a ‘kind of royal edict’ (128) after his suppression of the Mazdakite rebellion. 

The sixth-century redactors of the Bavli were moved by this edict to revise this 

fourth-century talmudic source and introduce the Persian word paykār, which might 



not have been there earlier.”  

 

As Herman points out, “each one of these steps, however, is speculative.” They are 

indeed speculative. But more important, each of these steps totally misrepresents the 

argument. Here too I have been curiously misread to fit a wooden, linear paradigm of 

Talmud historiography. To name just a few of the problems:  

 

a. It is not my novel reading that bridges an alleged gap between a tenth-century Middle 

Persian text and a sixth century source that discusses earlier events. For over a century 

leading Iranists ranging from C. Bartholomae and S. Shaked have found compelling 

evidence in the text that suggests that this source was put together in the sixth century. In 

any case, parallel versions of the source circulated in Arabic translation of a Persian 

original centuries before the redaction of the Dēnkard. All this is annotated extensively in 

the book.
1
  

 

b. I simply never suggested, nor would I ever suggest, that the talmudic storytellers of the 

anecdote about Rava and Shapur II were “moved by this edict to revise this fourth-

century talmudic source and introduce the Persian word paykār, which might not have 

been there earlier”! 

 

c. Herman disagrees with my reading of the Middle Persian description of Shapur II 

engaging different Sasanian peoples in dispute, since he thinks this probably refers only 

to Zoroastrians. To prove this, he mistranslates the term hamāg kišwarīgān as “fellow 

countrymen.” The term kišwarīgān is quite literally a regional term (kišwar means 

region) that refers to people living in the area and not a specific religious group. More 

importantly, Herman has neglected to translate the adjective hamāg – “all”, as in “all of 

the countrymen”.  

 

 

One writes a book in order to generate discussion and debate. I do wish that a critical 

review like this had been composed in a way that opened up interesting and productive 

conversations. I have taken the time to respond to its criticisms in order to set the record 

straight. Readers bored by this discussion of readings and counter-readings (as I am) are 

strongly encouraged to think and argue more substantively about the thesis I have put 

forth in my book. I would warmly welcome the debate. 

 

                                                           
1
 For some reason, historians deem it cautious to treat sources appearing in a work like the Dēnkard, 

which explicitly points to its compilatory nature, as dating to the century of redaction. This is not cautious. 
It is wrong. When there is clear indication that sources appearing in a compilation date from earlier 
centuries, one is misrepresenting the evidence to assume that they were formed at the point of 
redaction. I would hope that Herman does not think sources appearing in a sixth century Babylonian 
compilation which begin with the words תנו רבנן were produced in sixth century Babylonia. This is an 
example of one of the fallacies I will treat in my forthcoming article. 


